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Calendar

Have a safe day! 

Monday, Oct. 5 
2:30 p.m. 
Particle Astrophysics Seminar 
- One West 
Speaker: Shirley Ho, Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory 
Title: The Signature of Baryon 
Acoustic Oscillations and 
Primordial Non-Gaussianities 
on Lyman-Alpha Forest 
3:30 p.m. 
DIRECTOR'S COFFEE 
BREAK - 2nd Flr X-Over 
4 p.m. 
All Experimenters' Meeting - 
Curia II 
Special Topics: Status of the 
COUPP 2-Liter Detector; CMS/
LHC Report 

Tuesday, Oct. 6 
3:30 p.m. 
DIRECTOR'S COFFEE 
BREAK - 2nd Flr X-Over 
4 p.m. 
Accelerator Physics and 
Technology Seminar - One 
West 
Speaker: Dan McCarron, 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Title: Beam Dynamics in the 
Booster

Click here for NALCAL, 
a weekly calendar with 
links to additional 
information. 

Campaigns

Take Five 

Tune IT Up 

Weather

Feature

New community board to advise 
Fermilab

Members of Fermilab's two previous citizens' task 
forces met on Sept. 24 to discuss nominations for 
a new community board.
 
Preparations are under way for Fermilab's 
newest advisory group. 

Members of Fermilab's two previous citizens' 
task forces met with laboratory staff on Sept. 
24. The previous board members made 
recommendations on the formation of a new 
Fermilab community advisory board. 

The new group will advise the laboratory on 
community-related issues concerning the 
future of Fermilab's research, infrastructure 
and community involvement by building on the 
success of the two previous task forces. 

"We seek our community's advice and counsel 
on every public-related issue, from the effects 
of blasting underground on local residents to 
the future of U.S. particle physics," Fermilab 
Director Pier Oddone told members of the past 
two boards at the meeting. 

Fermilab asked the board members to make 
suggestions for the composition of the new 
board and to recommend a selection process 
for membership. Five board members also 
volunteered to serve as members of a 
selection committee. 

Board members suggested that at least half of 
the next task force membership come from 
outside the ranks of previous boards to 
provide new points of view. Some task force 
members would serve on the new board to 
provide institutional knowledge and 
experience with the public participation 
process. The board recommended an open 

ES&H Tips of the Week - 
Computer Security
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Evading identity theft in an 
underground economy

Criminals often steal credit card information online 
or through card-readers attached illegally to ATMs. 
Image courtesy of Andres Rueda through the 
Creative Commons license.

The guest speaker at Fermilab's annual 
Computer Security Awareness Day first came 
into contact with identity theft when he applied 
for college.

"The university informed me that I already had 
an undergraduate degree," said Dave 
Monnier, senior systems engineer at Internet 
research firm Team Cymru. "Someone had 
taken out a student loan in my name."

Monnier was not held accountable for the 
loan, but he did have to pay a lawyer to 
reverse the damage the identity thief had done.

Since then, the underground economy of 
identity theft has continued to grow and 
flourish. At a talk on Tuesday, Monnier 
discussed its development and gave tips for 
keeping personal information safe.

The online underground economy began with 
simple bartering, trading stolen credit card 
numbers for a stereo, for example. Now 
identity thieves complete international 
operations with crooked online markets, 
coordinated research and development efforts, 
manufacturers, resellers and RSS feeds that 
operate like stock tickers for the price of stolen 
card numbers. 

Criminals steal information online or by 
accessing credit cards through compromised 
card-readers. They then can sell or trade the 
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Mostly sunny 
64°/45°

Extended Forecast 
Weather at Fermilab 

Current Security 
Status

Secon Level 3

Wilson Hall Cafe

Monday, Oct. 5 
- Not available.

Wilson Hall Cafe Menu
Chez Leon

Wednesday, Oct. 7 
Lunch 
- White bean-rajas soup 
- Chicken and cheese 
quesadillas 
- Green salad 
- Tres leches cake 

Thursday, Oct. 8 
Closed 

Chez Leon Menu 
Call x3524 to make your 
reservation.
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nomination process for identifying new 
members.

Previous task forces comprised elected 
officials, residents of neighboring towns, 
students, laboratory scientists, a 
representative of the Department of Energy 
and members of the local education, 
construction, business, labor and 
environmental communities. Task force 
members recommended adding more young 
professionals to the board and suggested 
consulting experts in transportation or utility 
issues as needed. Representatives from 
Batavia subdivisions near Kirk Road are 
needed because tunnel construction for a 
future neutrino beam experiment would have 
the most impact on them. Fermilab officials 
also seek critics of the laboratory to 
participate. Previous task forces have included 
members of a former resident group that 
opposed the Superconducting Super Collider.

The selection committee will soon seek 
nominations for the new board. Members of 
previous task forces will select among the 
nominees. More information on the nomination 
process and its deadline will appear in a future 
Fermilab Today story.

— Tona Kunz

From Secretary of Energy Steven 
Chu

Submit your DOE cost-saving 
suggestions by Oct. 14
 

Steven Chu

Do you have a smart 
idea for how the 
Department of Energy 
can trim costs and save 
taxpayer dollars? Submit 
your cost-saving initiative 
for potential inclusion in 
the President's Budget 
and become the first-
ever SAVE Award winner.

The deadline for submissions is Wednesday, 
October 14, 2009. The winner will meet with 
President Obama at the White House and 
have his or her savings initiative incorporated 
into the FY 2011 Budget. In addition, the 
agency with the most participation in the 
contest will receive an award.

In a radio address on April 25, 2009, the 
President called for "a process through which 
every Government worker can submit their 

information online. The rate per hour of such 
transactions in fall 2008 peaked at more than 
30,000, according to data Team Cymru 
collected. 

To help protect your credit card information:

●     Use a single credit card with a low limit for 
any online transactions. 

●     Check your credit card and debit card 
statements regularly and report suspicious 
activity, including small charges to 
businesses you do not recognize. The thief 
may be testing your card.

●     Avoid unbranded ATMs, ones not 
associated with a legitimate bank. 

●     Check to see if ATM card-readers are loose 
to avoid using an ATM that has been 
tampered with. 

●     Cover your hand when you type your PIN to 
guard against criminals who install cameras 
on ATMs. 

— Kathryn Grim

Safety Tip of the Week Archive

Feature

Performance recognition 
awards go to employees

 

Exceptional Performance Recognition Award 
recipients accepted their awards Sept. 23.

Fermilab recognized a group of dedicated 
employees for their outstanding contributions 
with Exceptional Performance Recognition 
Awards. The employees were nominated by 
their divisions and sections. Fermilab Director 
Pier Oddone handed out the awards at a 
reception on the 15th floor of Wilson Hall Sept. 
23. 
See all award recipients here.

Accelerator Update
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Fermilab Today 
is online at: 
www.fnal.gov/today/

Send comments and 
suggestions to: 
today@fnal.gov

Visit the Fermilab 
home page

ideas for how their agency can save money 
and perform better."

The President's SAVE Award will fulfill this 
commitment by enabling any Federal 
employee to submit ideas for efficiencies and 
savings as part of the annual budget process. 
This contest is part of a larger effort to make 
sure that we invest taxpayer dollars in 
programs and initiatives that have proven 
records of success and fix or end programs 
that do not.

All submissions are confidential and can be 
made at www.SaveAward.gov

The winner will be announced in November. I 
urge you to participate not only so the 
Department of Energy can win the award for 
the best participation, but also because this 
effort is an important way to give the American 
people a government that does more for less.

Thank you for your support of this effort and 
for participating in the President's SAVE 
Award contest. 

Sincerely, 
Steve Chu

Visit the Save Award Web site to watch a 
video from Office of Management and Budget 
Director Peter Orszag.

In the News

New director for the John 
Adams Institute for Accelerator 
Science
From Interactions.org, Oct. 2, 2009

It has been announced today that Professor 
Andrei Seryi will be the next director of the 
John Adams Institute for Accelerator Science 
(JAI).

Professor Seryi is currently leading the work 
on the Facilities for Accelerator Science and 
Experimental Test Beams (or FACET) at the 
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory in 
California, as well as being the leader of the 
Beam Delivery System for the International 
Linear Collider. Professor Seryi is also deputy 
spokesperson for the Accelerator Test Facility 
collaboration, based in Japan.

"I consider it a great honour to become the 
Director of John Adams Institute and I look 
forward to leading the excellent team at the 
JAI, further strengthening its role in national, 

Sept. 30 to Oct. 2  
- One store provided approximately 11.5 hours 
of luminosity  
- TeV quadrupole power supply work 
completed  
- NTF bend magnet power supply replaced 
- The TeV quenched with no store  
- TeV sector C4 Kautzky valve replaced

Read the Current Accelerator Update 
Read the Early Bird Report 
View the Tevatron Luminosity Charts

Announcements

Latest Announcements
Fermilab Toastmaster can help you 
find your voice - Oct. 15

Scrapbooking Club Open House - 
Oct. 12

Yoga class begins Oct. 6

Muscle toning class begins Oct. 6

Discounted Fright Fest tickets 
availability begins Oct. 9

Mentors wanted for Diversity Office's 
FermiLINK program

Excel Shortcuts class - Oct. 13

Thai Village restaurant discount

Fermilab hosts workshop on 
Applications of High-Intensity Proton 
Accelerators - Oct. 19-21

Access 2007: Intro class - Oct. 20

Interpersonal Communication Skills 
class - Oct. 21

Buttered Rum performs on Fermilab 
Arts Series - Oct. 24

Conflict Management and 
Negotiation Skills - Oct. 28, Nov. 11

Facilitating Meetings That Work 
class offered Nov. 4

Fred Garbo Inflatable Theatre at 
Fermilab Arts Series - Nov. 7
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European, and international projects,' said 
Professor Seryi. " We live in an exciting time 
for Accelerator Science, which continues to be 
the major thrust behind fundamental 
discoveries while making an increasingly 
important contribution to everyday life through 
the applications of accelerators in industry and 
medicine."

Read more here.

Process piping (ASME B31.3) class 
offered in October and November

"The Night Before Christmas Carol" 
at Fermilab Arts Series - Dec. 5

Sign up for fall Science Adventures 
classes

Submit advance leave agreement 
form

Scottish Country Dancing Tuesday 
evenings at Kuhn Village Barn

Weight Watchers at work coming 
soon

International folk dancing Thursday 
evenings at Kuhn Village Barn

On-site prescription eyewear 
technican dates of absence

Additional activities 

Submit an announcement
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